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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a server administrator at a company named Contoso, Ltd.
Contoso has a Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V environment
configured as shown in the following table.

All of the virtual switches are of the external type.
You need to ensure that you can move virtual machines between
the hosts without causing the virtual machines to disconnect
from the network.
Solution: You implement live migration by using Host1 and
Host2.
Does this meet the goat?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have the Microsoft Azure Active Director (Azure AD) users
shown in the following table.
You create a conditional access policy that has the following
settings:
* The Assignments settings are configured as follows:
* Users and groups: Group1
* Cloud apps: Microsoft Office 365 Exchange Online
* Conditions: Include All device state, exclude Device marked
as compliant
* Access controls is set to Block access.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference http://prince2.wiki/Manage_by_stages
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